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ABSTRACT: Routing is the process of selecting a path for traffic in a network or between or across multiple 

networks. Broadly, routing is performed in many types of networks, including circuit-switched networks, such as the 

public switched telephone network (PSTN), and computer networks, such as the Internet. Due to the high mobility 

feature of VANET, the use of correct routing protocol is of great concern. Due to highly challenging nature of VANET, 

the researcher came out with different types of protocols. This paper reviews about various routing protocols and 

routing scheme.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A  routing protocol indicates how switches speak with one another to disperse data that empowers them to choose 

courses between any two hubs on a PC arrange. Switches play out the "traffic coordinating" capacities on the Web; 

information parcels are sent through the systems of the web from switch to switch until they arrive at their objective 

PC. Routing calculations decide the particular decision of course. Every switch has an earlier information just of 

systems connected to it straightforwardly. A routing protocol shares this data first among quick neighbors, and 

afterward all through the system. Thusly, switches gain information on the geography of the system. The capacity of 

routing protocols to powerfully conform to changing conditions, for example, debilitated information lines and PCs and 

course information around hindrances is the thing that gives the Web its adaptation to non-critical failure and high 

accessibility.  

The particular attributes of routing protocols remember the way for which they abstain from routing circles, the way 

wherein they select favored courses, utilizing data about bounce costs, the time they require to reach routing 

intermingling, their adaptability, and different factors, for example, transfer multiplexing and cloud access system 

boundaries. Certain extra attributes, for example, multilayer interfacing may likewise be utilized as a methods for 

disseminating positive systems administration doors to approved ports.[1] This has the additional advantage of 

forestalling issues with routing protocol circles.. 

. 

 

Figure 1: Classification of Ad-hoc Routing Protocols 

 

 Proactive Protocols 

 The protocols keep on computing the route regularly and therefore, the routing table changes or updates 

frequently. These protocols use Bellman Ford Algorithm in which all the nodes keep the information related to 

the next node. 
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 The one of the advantage of the said protocol is that the route will be known whenever a packet wants to send 

a data. Example of this protocol includes Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) and Destination Sequenced 

Distance Vector (DSDV) protocol. OLSR is basically a refined version of link state protocol.  

 The working of link state protocol is such that any change in a topology will be broadcasted to all the nodes in 

a network which will increase the network overhead. OLSR handles with two kinds of messages like hello and 

a message to control the topology. Hello messages are used to find the data about the connection status. While 

topology control message is used to broadcast its own neighbour information with the help of multi point relay 

(MPR) selected list. Because of the use of MPR, the overload has reduced as it was in the case of pure link 

state protocol. DSDV protocol is a modification of Bellman Ford Algorithm. This algorithm resolved the 

problem of looping in routing by maintaining the sequence number information of each node. 

Reactive Protocols 

 This type of protocols does not possess the information about all the nodes. It only keeps the information of 

the nodes that comes in the route.  

 The example of reactive protocols is an Ad-hoc On-Demand Distance Vector (AODV), Dynamic Source 

Control Routing (DSR) and Dynamic Manet on Demand (DYMO) protocol. AODV is the most commonly 

used protocol in VANET. 

 It possesses the information of nexthop for the destination nodes. Moreover, each routing table lasts for certain 

period. If there is no route demand within the specified time than route will get expired and a new route will 

be defined on demand. As per AODV, whenever a source node wants to send a data to the destination node, it 

will check the route in its routing table. 

Hybrid Protocols 

 Hybrid is a composite of proactive and reactive routing protocols which reduced the overhead and delays 

occurrence due to the periodic sharing of topology information. 

 The hybrid approach, the efficiency and scalability feature of network has improved. On the other hand, the 

drawback of hybrid approach is high latency for navigating new routes. The common protocol based on hybrid 

approach is Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP). 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

S. Hao et al., [1] The mobile Ad Hoc arrange (MANET) is a self-sorting out and self-designing remote system, 

comprising of a lot of mobile hubs. The plan of productive routing protocols for MANET has consistently been a 

functioning territory of examination. In existing routing calculations, in any case, the current work doesn't scale all 

around ok to guarantee course soundness when the portability and conveyance of hubs change with time. In addition, 

every hub in MANET has just restricted starting vitality, so vitality protection and equalization must be considered. An 

effective routing calculation ought not exclusively be steady yet in addition vitality sparing and adjusted, inside the 

dynamic system condition.  

L. Tang et al., [2] One of the difficulties presented by the investigation of vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) is the 

transmission of information gave by esteemed traffic data administrations under deficient connection conditions. 

Numerous dispersal protocols have been created by the network to tackle the issue. In this study, the creators 

investigate the administration revelation where information spread should fill in as an establishment. At that point, they 

propose a diagram and scientific categorization of an enormous scope of information dispersal accessible for VANETs.  

P. Verma et al., [3] Occasional broadcast of helpful mindfulness messages (CAMs) is vital considering security related 

applications, for a system like VANET. This investigation proposes a vehicle-identifier (ID)- based Macintosh conspire 

for the occasional broadcast of CAMs in a vehicular system. Every CAM created by a vehicle is related with a one of a 

kind ID. This examination utilizes this quality of CAM messages while taking an interest in the channel appraisal 

technique. Every vehicle gauges the arbitrary back-off number with the one of a kind ID joined in their individual 

CAM. This inevitably leads to the determination of a vehicle-ID-based arbitrary back-off number, moderating every 

single imaginable likelihood of crash because of same back-off number choice. The reenactment is performed 

considering immersed traffic conditions, to break down its conduct under most basic circumstances. The proposed 

model disposes of the odds of choosing zero as the underlying back-off number, wiping out any odds of successive 

freeze process.  

M. N. Siraj et al., [4] Patterns in systems administration are moving from circulated to sensibly incorporated networks. 

Programming characterized organizing (SDN) is the key innovation behind this move. This new paradigm not just 

demonstrates the simplicity of system the board in wired networks yet additionally results into elegant advancement of 

systems administration protocols. In addition, remote appropriated networks (WDNs) and programming characterized 

radios (SDRs) are additionally moving towards the brought together methodology. Be that as it may, because of 
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dispersed control nature of WDNs, already winning routing calculations can't adapt the plan guideline of concentrated 

routing calculations.  

S. A. A. Ghafourian Ghahramani et al., [5] propose address the exhibition of the 802.11p protocol as far as the 

packet delivery ratio (PDR) and the packet gathering ratio (PRR) for broadcasting security messages in roadway 

conditions. With respect to semi-scanty and halfway traffic, we attempt to respond to questions, for example, what are 

the upper, prevailing and lower limits of PDR and PRR in each rush hour gridlock condition? How they may digress 

from their normal qualities? what's more, What division of vehicles may experience such limits? To respond to such 

inquiries, we propose to consider the correspondence diagram framed among vehicles as an uncommon sort of the 

perplexing networks and we apply the as of late proposed compulsory connection ruleto combine such system 

structures.  

M. D. P. et al., [6] propose educe harmonics and improve power quality, Hybrid Active Power Filter (HAPF) or shunt 

HAPF can be employed. The power improvement can be done using various algorithm like RLS algorithm, DC link 

voltage controller, fuzzy logic based hybrid filter. 

X. Li et al., [7] RSU to record the meeting data and broadcast it to the OBUs. This technique maintains a strategic 

distance from the multi-channel shrouded terminal issue. A logical model is created to assess the total throughput on 

SCHs. This model thinks about the accompanying elements: non-wellbeing message transmission likelihood in each 

simultaneous span, normal size of the non-security message, and the quantity of OBUs. Besides, the necessity of 

acquiring the most extreme throughput is figured. Reenactment results are given to approve the logical model and to 

show the improvement in throughput.  

C. Wu et al., [8] It is hard for these protocols to accomplish a superior and to work appropriately under different 

situations. In this paper, we initially examine the difficulties of routing in VANETs dependent on the information 

procured from genuine analyses and afterward propose a routing protocol that can get familiar with the best 

transmission boundaries by associating with nature. The protocol considers numerous measurements, explicitly 

information transmission rate, vehicle development, and course length. We utilize both certifiable analyses and PC 

recreations to assess the proposed protocol.  

D. Tian et al., [9] In the multi-bounce and dynamic geography networks, assembling and keeping up a course is 

testing. To spread data among the vehicles and the foundations productively, a position-based clustering multi-jump 

routing technique is proposed. The strategy progressively composes VANETs dependent on the serious learning Hebb 

neural system, which parcels the vehicles into clusters, and these clusters are spoken to by virtual bunch heads. The 

technique is assessed utilizing NS2 and contrasted and run of the mill ad hoc routing protocol Ad hoc On-Request 

Separation Vector, Separation Routing Impact Calculation for Portability. The recreation results demonstrate that the 

strategy is proficient. 

M. Chuang et al., [10] Profound purposes the broadcast storm issue, accomplishes low dispersal delay, and gives high 

dependability over a practical multi-path turnpike situation. The system conveys crisis messages to a particular region 

(e.g., the zone before the exit) in an ideal way and ensures that every single important vehicle around there will get the 

messages. Drivers would then be able to change their courses and abstain from getting trapped in a gridlock. Execution 

assessments by means of NS-2 reproductions show that Profound accomplishes both lower scattering delay and higher 

unwavering quality than existing methodologies.  

 

Table 1: Summary of literature survey 

Sr 

No 

Author Name & 

Year  

Proposed Work  Outcome  

1 Z. Khan, 

IEEE, 2019 

A reliable two-layer cluster-based 

algorithm has been introduced in 

VANETs to mitigate the link 

failure problem.  

NS-2.35 improves the network 

parameters such as end-to-end delay 

and packet delivery ratio compared 

protocols.  

2 M. Khanafer 

IEEE, 2019 

The DWA a backoff algorithm that 

targets improving the performance 

of V2R communications in terms 

of throughput and delay.  

Clusters of 20 nodes, the 

performance in terms of throughput 

and delay are improved by 32% and 

88%, respectively, with DWA.  

3 A.Khan, 

IEEE, 2018 

A novel EGT framework to 

automate the clustering of nodes 

and nominations of cluster heads, 

to achieve cluster stability in 

The effectiveness and robustness of 

our proposed EGT approach for 

different populations and speeds.  
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VANETs.  

4 A. Mehood, 

IEEE, 2018 

 

An intelligent naïve Bayesian 

probabilistic estimation practice for 

traffic flow to form a stable 

clustering in VANET. 

The proposed technique has proven 

to be more strong, stable, robust, and 

scalable than existing ones.  

5 S. A. A. 

Ghafourian ,  

IEEE, 2017  

Apply obligatory attachment ruleto 

synthesize such network structures.  

Discussed through comparison with 

simulation results.  

 

III. CONCLUSION  

This paper explores numerous investigations identified with routing protocols. According to the examination 

finished, AODV end up being the best routing protocol in VANET condition. Besides, video web based is another 

moving errand to accomplish in VANET. As per the investigation, we have inferred that part of exertion is required to 

get a decent quality video real time in VANET and AODV again is demonstrated to be better for video applications. In 

future adaptive routing protocol is designed and implemented for VANET system. 
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